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HELLO & WELCOME

Some of the best ideas start with a “what if …”, a throwaway

There were many takeaways from the day, some of which

thought shared over a coffee (or most likely a Bombon in

are shared in this report but one thing that stands out and

our case) that somehow ends up turning into a reality.

is very evident is the depth of talent working in our

De:brief 2019 was no different.

ecosystem. It continues to amaze us how agencies and
app development companies push the boundaries of a

The goal was simple — to bring together Shopify Partners

platform that didn’t exist a handful of years ago but today

working at the forefront of the ecosystem to share their

is powering hundreds of thousands of businesses.

thoughts and feedback on the many announcements from
Shopify Unite. After Cat agreed to lend her well-honed

We owe a huge debt of gratitude to our founding Patrons.

event production skills to the mix, De:brief 2019 was born.

It’s a cliché but true to say we wouldn’t have been able to

It was to take the form of a half-day event featuring panels

host De:brief without your help and support. We really

which would discuss everything from themes and frontend

can’t thank you enough for your trust and hope that we get

to the app economy and beyond.

the opportunity to work together again

A venue was found, baristas sourced and deposits paid —

Keir Whitaker & Cat Hunter

it was happening. Events don’t seem real until the first

keirwhitaker.com

ticket is sold, so we must say a big Blackpool thank you to

cathunter.co.uk

Craig Cooper who took the plunge and became our
inaugural ticket purchaser!
Amazingly, another 149 of you joined Craig (with many
more our waiting list) and helped us put on an event that
exceeded all our expectations. To know that many of you
changed flights in order to attend and had the energy to
participate fully after a full week in Toronto meant such a
lot to us both — thank you!
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blubolt

First Impressions: Blu Kids On The Block
Leigh Mardon (COO) & Chris Mattingly (Cofounder & Creative Director)

Unite was brought to our attention earlier in

with as an agency) provided a brilliant

the year, when blubolt announced that we

opportunity to get to know them better,

would be partnering with Shopify Plus and

learning more about how we can work

starting to offer client builds within a multi-

together. Ultimately, we were on a mission to

platform agency model. We immediately knew

learn about the opportunities that exist for our

we needed to be there, and not just for the

clients, both now and in the future.

Beavertails...
Learning at Unite is twofold; on one level, of
The educational element of the event was

course there’s the information taken away from

crucial for us, but we also wanted to get closer

the presentations themselves. Of huge

to the community we are becoming a part of.

importance to us however was the greater

Being in the same place, at the same time as

understanding of the ecosystem that we were

our Shopify partner peers (as well as many

able to develop from the myriad of

tech partners that we’ve long been involved

conversations, chance encounters, social
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occasions and more throughout the week’s

addition of order editing, and introduction of

activities.

shipping categories – things that have been
available on our own bluCommerce platform

WHAT WE LEARNT

for years *cough cough*

We currently occupy a somewhat paradoxical

HOW THIS WILL BE APPLIED WITHIN

space in the community; while technically

BLUBOLT

relative newcomers to the Shopify scene,
we’ve been carving out a niche of eCommerce

Ultimately, we travelled to Toronto for the

expertise in our own right for close to 14 years

benefit of our clients, and all of the

now. The first-hand experience of building an

information that we gained at Unite will be

eCommerce platform from the ground up

channelled towards better serving them, now

ourselves definitely added an extra layer of

and in the future.

context to the announcements and roadmap
information that was divulged throughout the

Our overriding takeaway was that we’re

event.

becoming part of a very smart, switched on
and ambitious community, with invaluable

Fulfilment will be a huge topic of

experience behind them and powerful

consideration for our clients looking to

technological capabilities up ahead.

internationalise in the future. UK retailers are
potentially slightly complacent when it comes

Our confidence in having made the right

to the challenges of fulfilment in countries as

decision in picking a partner platform for

large as the US. Shopify’s investment in a

blubolt was completely validated. We’re

future fulfilment network is a massive signpost

looking forward to returning next year with

to commitment in this field, and something

many migrations under our belts and some of

we’ll be following closely.

our own tales to tell, and would like to send a
huge thanks to everyone we met, who made us

Augmented reality was also an interesting area

feel so welcome, connected and – yeah, we’re

of focus. Shopify has kept a sustained focus in

going there – united.

this area for several years now so we can
safely assume their confidence in it moving
beyond the realms of novelty and into
commonplace future use. The stats around 3D
modelling were interesting, as an investment
there does appear to show a significant impact
upon conversion. With several of our clients
specialising in homeware, a vertical closely
tied to the technology, we’ll be keeping a
close eye on opportunities within this space

Attending Unite was a fantastic experience
for us and getting a sneak preview of the
upcoming Shopify product roadmap was
tremendously useful. Even more-so was
getting the opportunity to meet fellow
agencies and technology partners who
were all so open and welcoming to share
advice!
Leigh Mardon, COO blubolt

and ensuring they’re kept ahead of the curve.
Some of the announcements raised a smile
from our team; Shopify were themselves very
self-deprecating about the long overdue
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Littledata

Why We’re Doubling Down On The Shopify Platform
Edward Upton (Founder & CEO)

At the annual Shopify Unite partner meetup

You can read a round-up of Shopify Unite

last month, we heard how Shopify was

conference announcements here. For now,

investing to maintain its leadership among the

let’s analyse why Shopify is the top choice for

global ecommerce pack.

merchants and why we’re reaffirming our
commitment to the platform.

Everything we heard only confirmed the
findings from my research: Shopify will

WHY DID WE CHOOSE TO WORK WITH

continue to be the ecommerce platform with

SHOPIFY IN THE FIRST PLACE?

the strongest growth in larger stores.
Littledata chose Shopify because of the
Shopify’s meteoric rise among both enterprise

massive gap between the in-app analytics of

and mid-sized merchants over the past five

Shopify and the full capabilities of Google

years has confirmed something else as well:

Analytics.

we’re committed to the right platform.
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In other words, Google’s Analytics platform

Global brands running a network of country

offers a more robust reporting system with

stores have previously been frustrated by the

custom features and segmenting tools, making

simplicity of Shopify’s setup. The launch of

it a better choice for merchants than Shopify’s

features such as multi-currency, multi-

native analytics platform.

language and multi-store login form one
Shopify Plus dashboard will go a long way to

However, we knew that Shopify stores wanted

removing the frustrations - and make Shopify

a plug-and-play analytics connector, which

Plus an attractive offer for Salesforce

could be up and running without any coding or

Commerce customers.

Google Tag Manager setup. Shopify’s welldocumented API methods allowed us to build

We needed to qualify our hunch that Shopify is

just that, and launch quickly.

taking over the ecommerce market as it
becomes the overwhelming platform of choice

We also knew Shopify store owners’

for mid-sized and enterprise stores across the

reputation for being ‘app-centric’. In other

globe. To do this, we took a look at some

words, many store owners were willing to try

recent data.

new functionality for a small monthly fee.
FINDINGS FROM OUR RESEARCH
Based on our market research for similar apps
at the time, we priced our first version of

Our data confirmed Shopify as the ecommerce

Littledata at $29/month — we believed this

platform of choice for mid-sized stores

price point would encourage mid-size store

globally.

owners to give it a try. But what we know now
is that’s just the start: larger stores bring larger

To start, we looked at trend data from

opportunities.

BuiltWith.com showing how many net installs
have happened on each platform over the last

WHY SHOPIFY IS ONLY GETTING BETTER

year, for the top 1M websites (as defined by
BuiltWith).

Over the last two years, Shopify has more than
doubled its number of active stores with

In terms of pure volume of installs,

820,000 current stores (announced at Shopify

WooCommerce wins. However, when we took a

Unite 2019). What’s staggering about this

closer look, the average WooCommerce store

figure is that the growth is still in boost phase

is much smaller and less active than the

— the market is ripe for Shopify to double this

average Shopify store.

figure over the next two years, with the
potential to surpass 1.6M active stores by the

I confirmed this by looking at our own data set

end of 2021.

for over 4,000 stores on these platforms.

But the biggest growth opportunity would be
larger Shopify stores (merchants either on the
Shopify Plus platform or those doing over $1M
in annual sales revenue.

While Magento 2 and Salesforce Commerce
Cloud have higher median store sizes (32,000
and 107,000 monthly visits, respectively),
Shopify’s interquartile range of 6,000 to
60,000 monthly visits proves to be more
consistent.
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By contrast, WooCommerce has only a quarter

Additionally, while Shopify is clear to signal

of stores that get over 10,000 monthly visits,

that core experiences like checkout and

with zero stores from our data set getting more

payment should be owned by Shopify at every

than 2.5M monthly visits.That’s not all — if this

stage of development, for many non-core

trend continues, Shopify looks primed to pick

features — including ecommerce reporting —

up tens of thousands of stores migrating from

Shopify actively pushes store owners to

Magento 1 over the next year. What this means

partners with a relevant app or service.Perhaps

for our business model. Based on Shopify’s

this developer-first attitude also comes from

move upmarket, we’ve changed our pricing

the platform’s new Shopify app CLI, which

and business model to cater to these larger

accelerates time to launch for new apps. Either

stores.

way, it’s a refreshing sign for a platform on the
verge of booming growth.

Shopify Plus stores are accustomed to a
certain level of service, so 24/7 support

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

response, Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
and compatibility with various payment

What shouldn’t get lost for companies like

gateways and third-party apps are crucial.

Littledata (and for many larger Shopify
partners out there) is the astounding growth of

Because of this, we’ve standardised our

Shopify Plus stores.

Enterprise Plans to provide personal account
management and SLAs. We’ve also partnered

At a recent Commerce Plus event in London

with select clients to build private connectors

(organised by Shopify Plus), the main

and apps that bridge legacy systems.

complaint was that Shopify’s sales reps can’t
onboard shops fast enough. That’s a great

We also believe enterprise stores will need a

problem to have.

range of robust apps to extend Shopify’s
platform, especially in analytics. That’s why

For all our research findings and reasons

over the past few months, we’ve launched our

above, we’re confident in our commitment to

connector for Segement.com and rebuilt our

the Shopify ecosystem.

Shopify tracking script for better speed and
performance at scale.

Shopify is an exciting platform to be apart of
right now, and we hope to build out new and

SHOPIFY’S DEVELOPER-FIRST ATTITUDE

helpful smart connections for popular apps
like CartHook, Refersion and Bold Cashier over

As developers, we love companies that don’t

the coming months.

forget their product-first roots. Much of
Shopify’s growth can be credited to building a
core platform that’s easy to extend as well as
encouraging a vibrant, curated app store.
When it comes to allowing partners access to
new core features like subscription billing and
new APIs to develop on, Shopify continues to
carefully tread water — 11 new APIs were
announced at this Unite alone.
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Octane AI

Q&A: Thoughts on the Shopify Ecosystem from
Octane AI
Katie Krische (Customer Success), Brian Shanley (Head of Sales) & Ben Parr
(President & Co-Founder)

Shopify is on fire, and everybody is noticing.

to talk to hundreds of agencies, developers,

The ecommerce platform has caught the

partners, and Shopify team members about the

attention of investors and entrepreneurs alike.

future of the platform.

It might have something to do with its surging
stock price (up 2.8x since January) and its

Here’s what several members of the Octane AI

rapidly expanding partner ecosystem (over

team had to say. Participating are Katie

$100 million paid out to developers in the last

Krische, Customer Success; Brian Shanley,

12 months alone).

Head of Sales; and Ben Parr, President & CoFounder.

Octane AI -- the Facebook Messenger and SMS
platform that powers over 1,000 top Shopify

WHAT WAS YOUR BIGGEST TAKEAWAY FROM

and Shopify Plus brands -- was lucky to not

SHOPIFY UNITE?

only attend Unite for its second year, but host
the largest official happy hour on the first day

Katie: The significant value of a connected and

of Unite. As a result, our team had the chance

supportive ecosystem. Knowing what direction
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merchants, Shopify, and Shopify partners are

Brian: Business owners, service providers, and

moving in allows everyone to demonstrate

tech partners are well aligned. Provide easy

value more effectively.

and frictionless solutions that allow businesses
to move fast, scale, and provide a top notch

Brian: The amount of growth within the Shopify

customer experience.Ben: It’s simple:

community. The growing need for merchants

ecommerce is exploding, and Shopify is doing

and service providers to compete with Amazon

an incredible job of capitalizing on the growth

and provide a personalized customer

of ecommerce.

experience.
Shopify also built an Apple-like model for its
Ben: How quickly someone can build a

ecosystem that makes it desirable for

business in the Shopify ecosystem. I met

merchants to add multiple apps to improve its

companies that had just started and had

storefront.

already signed significant customers.
WHAT TREND SHOULD SHOPIFY MERCHANTS
WHAT DO YOU THINK MAKES THE SHOPIFY

BE PAYING ATTENTION TO RIGHT NOW?

ECOSYSTEM UNIQUE OR SPECIAL?
Katie: How the apps they’re using work
Katie: There’s a continuous stream of new

together. As merchants install or use apps for a

experts from different experiences and

desired action, they need to continually think

industries joining the ecosystem. You can learn

about how the app they’re using or installing

something valuable from everyone you meet.

works with their existing tech stack. Apps are
like people, everything is more efficient when

Brian: The sense of community and openness

they talk!

to help others and learn.
Brian: Personalization at scale and investing in
Ben: The sense of comradery among Shopify

channels and opportunities that will be the

partners and agencies. Everyone wants to work

future of commerce. It's crucial to be a first

together! It’s rare for an industry to have this

mover and identify these areas to stay a step

much collaboration.

ahead of the competition.

WHY DO YOU THINK THE SHOPIFY

Ben: Thinking about how your technology

ECOSYSTEM IS GROWING SO QUICKLY?

stack needs to mature. There are lots of cheap
apps, but as you grow your business, you have

Katie: A merchant will always have specific

to upgrade to products like Shopify Plus that

needs that haven’t been met yet. Merchant

are top of their class.

needs that fall out of the current scope of
Shopify or larger partners requires a network

WHY SHOULD EVERY SHOPIFY MERCHANT BE

of more agencies, technology, and solutions

INVESTING IN CONVERSATIONAL

partners to help solve!

COMMERCE NOW?
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Katie: ROAS will trend down from smarter
consumers who are less sensitive to spray-andpray ads. Creating well-targeted content that
encourages customers to launch a real
interaction with a brand is a more sustainable
way to build customer relationships that can
last in the long-run.
Brian: Conversational commerce is the future
and businesses making that investment now,
will ultimately be at a massive competitive
advantage in the future. Secondly, consumers
now expect to message and communicate with
brands in real-time and communicate via the
channels they prefer.
Ben: Customers live on messaging apps. You
have to be where your customers are. Lots of
merchants are seeing huge results with
Messenger and SMS. It’s leaving money on the
table if you aren’t adopting now.
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Omnisend

The Top 3 Customer Statistics from 2018
Rytis Lauris (CEO)

We studied customer engagement across over
2 billion campaigns sent using our platform
across 2018 to find the biggest trends for our
marketers.
When it came to omnichannel marketing, we

We examined campaigns that involved three or
more channels and compared them to singlechannel campaigns across 2018.
We found that customers were more likely to
engage with campaigns that offered touch
points across three channels or more.

found three impactful statistics that proved
this trend is not only here to say, but
incredibly important to customers.
#1. CUSTOMERS ARE MORE LIKELY TO

In fact, campaigns spanning across several
channels earned 18.96% engagement across
all channels. However, campaigns using only
one channel earned only 5.4% engagement
from customers.

ENGAGE WITH OMNICHANNEL CAMPAIGNS
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It’s important to note that this engagement

WHAT WE PREDICT FROM THESE CUSTOMER

was measured across all the channels used in

STATISTICS

each campaign, meaning that the overall
average engagement, even with more

From the statistics we gathered on

channels, was higher per channel in

omnichannel marketing and how customers

omnichannel campaigns.

interact with omnichannel brands, it’s clear
that this is not a fleeting trend.

#2. CUSTOMERS ARE MORE LIKELY TO
PURCHASE FROM OMNICHANNEL

Customers not only engage more with

CAMPAIGNS

omnichannel campaigns, they’re more likely to
make a purchase in the first place. On top of

In looking into the purchase rate from these

that, customers interacting with omnichannel

same campaigns, we noticed another huge

campaigns are more likely to come back and

customer trend: higher purchase rate for

purchase again.

omnichannel campaigns.
WHY DOES OMNICHANNEL HAVE THIS
Customers interacting in single-channel

EFFECT?

campaigns had an average purchase rate of
2.56%. However, customers interacting with

Omnichannel marketing is based on the

three or more channels in an omnichannel

customer and personalizing their shopping

campaign purchased at an 8.96% rate.

experience based on their data and they way
they interact with each channel.

Not only were customers engaging at a higher
rate with omnichannel campaigns, but these

Any one channel will help you collect data on

campaigns were provoking 250% more

your customer, but that channel won’t adapt to

purchases than single channel campaigns.

what your customer needs the next time they
visit that channel.

From these first two results we found when
examining 2018 campaigns, we’ve found that

In an omnichannel marketing strategy,

customers are responding better to and

customer data is centralized in one place, like

appreciating omnichannel campaigns.

in a CRM or an omnichannel platform. From
here, your channels are connected to that

#3. CUSTOMERS ARE MORE LIKELY TO

platform, and they update customer data each

BECOME REPEAT CUSTOMERS AFTER

time a customer interacts with any one

INTERACTING WITH OMNICHANNEL

channel.

CAMPAIGNS
The message that the customer sees is then
After examining how customers reacted to

automatically updated based on how they

omnichannel campaigns in terms of

interact with the previous channel.

engagement and purchase rate, we wondered

That sounds complex, but it’s actually quite

how these campaigns impacted customers

practical. For example, you have a customer

long term. Were these one-time customers or

that adds an item to their cart, but leaves

were these customers special in some way?

without finishing the purchase. They then get
an SMS notification that they’ve left something
behind.
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The next day, they get an email reminder with

We’re also revamping the way we collect and

a discount code. Perhaps later that day, the

organize customer data. Most marketing

customer is scrolling Facebook and they see a

automation platforms require an email address

retargeting ad for the product they left

to create a customer profile. Now, we’ll be able

behind.If at any time they come back to

to create on based on consent for push

complete the purchase, that abandoned cart

notifications, a phone number, or other

sequence stops and triggers the next

identifiers.

sequence.
We’re also going to be changing the way we
This means that based on your customer’s

present that customer data to our marketers.

shopping behavior, your channels will adapt

With new dashboard changes coming,

so they’re always seeing the right message, at

Omnisend marketers will be able to get

the right time. That message is always

actionable insights from their data. With sales

relevant.

and campaign performance insights, marketers
will be able to make better decisions with their

When a message is relevant, the customer is

data.

more likely to respond to it. They’re more likely
to engage and purchase, and they’re more

By centralizing this customer data, and being

likely to come back to purchase again.

that hub through which marketers can connect
their channels, creating an omnichannel

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE FUTURE?

experience will be that much easier for them.
We’re already empowering our marketers with

Omnisend is far from a stranger to these

an omnichannel platform- but we’re taking that

trends. As an omnichannel marketing

a step further by making that data more

automation platform, it’s important for us to

accessible.

pay attention and adapt to new customer
trends.

Only by putting your customer’s data at the
center of your strategy will you be able to take

So how are we preparing for 2020 in regards to

full advantage of this trend. However you

these trends?We’re fine tuning the

decide to centralize your customer data, doing

integrations with the channels in our

so will improve your engagement and

repertoire: MMS, WhatsApp, Viber, and more.

purchase rate, and keep your customers

This way, Omnisend marketers will be able to

coming back.

centralize even more channels into their
omnichannel strategy.
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PushOwl

Quo Vadis Shopify App Marketing?
Felix Suellwold (Head of Partnerships)

The

Shopify

getting

app

developer

competitive.

More

ecosystem

developers

is
are

joining the Shopify App Store and the existing

respectively 10 reviews or less (55%). Roughly
a third of Shopify apps have momentum (50
app reviews or more).

businesses are becoming more professional.
New

developers

that

publish

improved

SO HOW DO YOU COMPETE WITH A

solutions for existing products are finding it

THOUSAND OTHER APPS TARGETING THE

hard

SAME MERCHANTS?

to

get

traction.

But

long-established

players are continuing to monitor their growth
rates while checking the app store newcomers.

The objective of this article is to bring

Typically, as quoted, the app store already has

everyone on the same page in terms of recent

more than 3000 apps, developed by roughly

app store announcements, practical app

2200 developers.

marketing tactics, and predictions for their
future. The article draws from this year’s

It is probably fair to say that a significant

Shopify Unite sessions, Q&As in- and outside

amount of public apps will never get any

the conference, and my own observations of

traction as they have no reviews (16%) or

the ecosystem.
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SEARCH, RANK, CLICK - AND PAY

this might just end up as an additional cost on
top of Shopify’s commission fee. Personally, I

The Shopify App Store receives 2.4mn

think that app developers always face some

searches and 690k installs every month. And

kind of cost for bringing traffic to their app

75% of clicks are going to the first three apps

listing (opportunity costs at least) - be it paid

on the SERP.

ads, creating content, or establishing
partnerships.

The word is that even for most of the
established app developers, growth is often

Factoring in these costs, offering a CPC model

dependent on the app store — and therefore

to reach merchants that likely have the right

its ranking algorithm and changes. A good

intent makes sense. After all, this could be the

indicator of your dependency on the Shopify

most efficient way to spend your marketing

App Store is your app listing traffic’s branded

budget. The search ad’s quality score will

search terms (those that involve your brand

determine if ads will diminish the relevance of

name or a variation of it).

any organic ranking. And I hope that Shopify
makes clear what these relevance signals are.

For instance, for PushOwl, installations from
branded search traffic is still below 50% (the

OLD BUT GOLD - PROVEN MARKETING

majority are feature-based search terms).

TACTICS FOR SHOPIFY APPS

Shopify’s newly announced search ads will

Successful app developers understand the

allow paid placements on exactly these top 3

diversity and complexity of merchants’ needs

positions based on a bid and relevancy score

— and that the app store has its limitations in

(similar to Google Adwords’ Ad Rank). Search

presenting complex solutions that cater to

ads were announced in June 2019 as ‘coming

those sophisticated needs and expectations.

soon’, with the ability to target based "on"

Even Shopify suggests that the app store

and without "audience" targeting.

shouldn’t be your only acquisition channel.

In fact, Shopify earlier this year was running a

Organic

closed beta with selected app developers and
dedicated one session during Shopify Unite to

The Shopify ecosystem is populated with

the topic.

eCommerce beginners that naturally seek out
content that helps them set shop and grow

Partly, app developers are not excited about

their sales. They tend to head to the search

the announcement. Firstly, it may allow non-

engines and social media to discover these

Shopify competitors to enter the ecosystem

‘helpful’ articles. In fact most Shopify

quickly and outcompete existing players.

Facebook groups are newbies asking for help
and founders pitching their products and

Secondly, app developers feel that there are

services, or linking them to a valuable

still changes required to the organic ranking

resource. While difficult to track, the benefit

algorithm prior to adding paid search to it. If

from high visibility in these organic channels

everyone starts bidding for their keywords (by

cannot be underestimated.

the way: billed via credit card, not via your
payouts),
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Paid

THE SHOPIFY APP ECOSYSTEM IS CHANGING
AS WELL

With so many merchants out there, there has
been a clear opportunity for performance ads.

Shopify’s overarching focus became

The typical paid campaign consists of

localization, so the app store experience and

retargeting ads via Ad Roll in which the pixel

listings were made available in 17 additional

can be integrated for your app listing.

languages. There is no proof out there yet that

Additionally, you can use Google Ads’

these localization efforts are bringing

retargeting capacities by linking it with your

meaningful additional installs.

GA account.
App developers that experience a high
The only reason we don’t see more paid ads is

workload in customer support are afraid that a

that the attribution of installs is still

localized app listing will also lead to non-

challenging. It’s impossible to look into CAC vs

English customer support queries or the

CLV by channel/campaign/segment and

demand for a localized app dashboard.

actually scale performance.
The app store’s recent default sorting change
Affiliate

(from ‘most popular’ to ‘most relevant’) and
adding the reply functionality for app reviews

2019 also saw the rise of paid placements and

show that Shopify is eager to improve the app

affiliate deals in podcasts, webinars,

store for developers and merchants alike.

newsletters, and Shopify-related websites.
With more growth of Shopify as a platform,

That’s not all. Major players are also

more publishers will realize the potential to

changing. Mailchimp’s departure from Shopify

make money this way. Considering that many

earlier this year allowed other email marketing

of these placements are free or commission-

solutions to further prosper. Similarly

based, I feel this is a highly underpriced

Beeketing’s removal is creating some buzz

marketing channel with a lot of potential.

around marketing apps which will result in a
shift of installs and relevancy.

Partnerships
Most partnerships are propagated to leverage
other marketing channels in the form of one-toone exchanges: Newsletter blasts, guest blog
articles, Facebook audiences, etc. However,
from my experience, the most fruitful
partnership opportunities are softer tactics
such as introductions to high-key merchants or
agencies, access to hard-to-obtain information
and decision makers, or high-profile
knowledge exchange. On top of this, there are
technical integrations that can help lock-in
1000s of merchants into your shared and
unique solution.
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ReCharge Payments

What Shopify’s Announcements Mean For The Future
Of Commerce
Samir Said (Head of Sales), Rob Barr (Head of Partnerships) & Kevin Lew (Solutions
Engineer)

Shopify Unite 2019 was an exciting week!

WHY DO YOU THINK SHOPIFY LAUNCHED

Product announcements, feature updates, new

FULFILMENT NETWORKS? WAS IT THE

channels, all things that have the potential to

OBVIOUS MOVE?

change the face of commerce.
It’s one of the few opportunities that can
But with so many changes that affect so many

generate a $10B+ business unit for them. I

businesses, how can you make sense of it all?

think it’s a great move at their scale. (Samir
Said, Head of Sales)

To get a better understanding of all the
announcements, we interviewed major players

Shopify has always had a consistent narrative

on the ReCharge team to get their insight.

of democratising ecommerce. This is another

Below you’ll find the answers to the burning

huge step in this direction - allowing

questions you need answered:

merchants of all sizes to leverage a fulfilment
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network that rivals that of Amazon. (Rob Barr,

This is an essential move as the scale and type

Head of Partnerships)

of supported merchant evolves and dove-tails
with Shopify’s recent focus on

The reduction in shipping errors (95% to 99.9%

internationalization. Existing multinational

success-rate) is hugely impactful for both

merchants with a brick and mortar presence

merchants and consumers - protecting

will see a lot of this functionality as an

businesses in a margin-tight environment and

absolute requirement. As existing merchants

raising consumer trust along with swaying

scale and mature, they’ll also benefit from a

them away from Amazon with rapid delivery

frictionless ability to run pop-ups, move into

timeframes equates to a strong value

physical stores and host inventory across

proposition for Shopify. (Kevin Lew, Head of

multiple locations. (Rob Barr)

Apps)
Shopify Plus has been moving upstream with
DO YOU THINK THAT HEADLESS COMMERCE

their existing merchants as they grow, and

WILL START TO PICK UP AS A TREND FOR

acquiring new large businesses who have

AGENCY PARTNER BUILDS IN 2020?

migrated from other platforms. When you
couple that with the tremendous growth in

Yes, it’s moving past its reputation as a mere

ecommerce and cross-border commerce, it’s

buzzword. A number of early adopters such as

no surprise that Shopify Plus is ensuring large

Nacelle, Sellry and Elevar have generated

enterprise merchants can manage their more

provenance of the impact of PWAs by

complex businesses properly with the

showcasing lightning-fast load speeds. (Rob

platform. (Kevin Lew)

Barr)
SHOPIFY LAUNCHED NATIVE 3D AND VIDEO
Inevitably, consumers are interacting with

IMAGING FOR PRODUCTS. WHAT DOES THAT

products they want to consume in a variety of

MEAN FOR VERTICALS LIKE SUBSCRIPTION

ways, so giving merchants the flexibility to

BOXES?

interact with their products on whatever
platform they desire makes sense. Additionally,

Subscription boxes have become so popular

most applications have platform capabilities

because they provide a powerful way of

now in order to ensure data passes more easily

generating curated experiences for their

from one system to the other. (Kevin Lew)

customers. Opening up a box and seeing
what’s inside, observing how it’s packed and

THERE IS A NEW SHOPIFY PLUS — ENABLING

how everything looks, feels, and smells - all of

LARGE, COMPLEX BUSINESSES TO MANAGE

that matters for retention. But, how do you

MULTIPLE STORES, USERS, AUTOMATION,

explain this awesome experience when

AND MORE IN ONE PLACE. WHAT DOES THAT

advertising online? Coupling these tailored

MEAN FOR MERCHANTS?

consumer experiences with a digital medium
like 3D and video imaging will make it far

I think it will become a must-have feature and

easier to preview or provide context to a

the main selling point of Plus. Access

prospective customer on what they would get

privileges and the ability to manage security in

when they subscribe. (Kevin Lew)

a scalable way is hugely important to many
merchants we talk to. (Samir Said)
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Shogun

Lessons Learned Since Launching Shogun & Where
We See The App Economy Moving In The Next 12
Months
Nick Raushenbush (Cofounder)

Ever since we partnered with Shopify in 2015,

As for many technology partners, initial

they have always given us a good amount of

platform feature gaps (and a stellar organic

transparency into their roadmap. Attending

growth channel in the Shopify app store) gave

Shopify Unite is always an exciting time for us

us an incredible business opportunity. As a

to get a sense of timeline and new

multifaceted platform, it’s natural that Shopify

opportunities made possible by increased API

will increase product competency across the

access.

board as the company grows. In my opinion,
this natural evolution kickstarts a new cycle of

The announcement of the new storefront

product development and innovation for

editor and API has both excited us in terms of

technology partners like Shogun.

opportunity to do things we were never able to
do before (i.e. import the homepage), and

We share the same goal as Shopify: to

informed us of how we can differentiate our

empower merchants. And as a technology

product as an augmented solution for more

partner to Shopify, we aim to build out

sophisticated merchants.

complementary solutions that work to help
Shopify attract and retain top tier eCommerce
companies.
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Sufio

Shopify Unite: A World Of Difference
Norbert Ordog (Founder)

Sufio have been represented at each and every

Program becomes tangible. There’s a real

Unite conference to date, and it’s always been

diversity of nationality at Unite, mirroring the

a real pleasure to attend. It’s no small

increasing variety of countries represented by

undertaking for an agency, expert or app

the Partner Program.

developer to commit to a presence at the
conference. Financial considerations, time

SHOPIFY EXPERTS GOING GLOBAL

away from family (and demanding clients) –
and that’s before we even consider the jet lag…

The Shopify Experts program now recognises
members from 57 different countries,

Nevertheless, when dates are announced,

representing every continent bar Antarctica

many of us don’t think twice about rushing to

(although if current trends continue, we’re

secure our seat, feverishly research the coolest

sure this won’t be far off…)

Airbnbs and book flights.It’s evident that more
and more of these flights are coming from

As can be expected, the majority of Experts are

further afield. When you bring the community

still to be found in North America, but in recent

together, the global spread of the Partner

years there’s been significant growth for
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Europe and Asia. In 2018, new Expert

Shopify’s expansion into new markets gives us

certifications in Europe outstripped those in

all a unique chance to reach new customers.At

North America for the first time, and this trend

the start of 2019, we launched German and

appears set to continue.

French versions of our app. From the very first
day, we have seen growth in the number of

Whilst in earlier days this ecosystem was

German and French merchants using our app

predominantly the domain of English-speaking

in their own language.

countries (most typically the US, Canada and
the UK) today we see strong representation

Today, almost 20 percent of new installations

from countries all around the globe – a sure

of our app are done in either French or

sign of the expanding opportunities on offer.

German, and we hope this number will grow
over time as we translate our app to more

Launching in 2011, with just four core

languages.

countries represented, by the end of 2012, this
number had almost quadrupled, jumping to

TOMORROW, THE WORLD

fifteen. Today just eleven countries are
represented by a single Expert, while the

Another interesting trend we noticed at this

average number hovers around twenty two.

year’s Unite was the conversation around wellestablished agencies starting to expand their

This global expansion of Experts can perhaps

global presence.Partners who put originally

be attributed to Shopify’s decision to localize

down their professional roots in English-

its offering, beginning with the beta launch of

speaking regions are starting to see real value

Shopify in six languages (French, German,

in taking their operation across borders.

Japanese, Italian, Brazilian Portuguese, and
Spanish) in 2018.

They’re doing so by hiring remotely, to
establish a wider timezone spread and array of

Additional support for 11 new languages was

second languages, or taking the plunge and

announced this year.By opening up the

opening up dedicated, physical office space in

platform’s potential to non-English speaking

second or even third countries.

entrepreneurs and retailers, the path was also
cleared for partners to begin developing for

Of course, invoicing compliant with different

and assisting in these new markets.

accounting legislations is very important when
expanding globally. Just saying...

LOADED LANGUAGE: OUR MULTILINGUAL
FUTURE

A FAR FLUNG FUTURE

Sufio’s founder, Norbert Ordog, took to the

Our key takeaway from Unite this year was the

stage at this year’s Unite to speak about the

real excitement growing around the

opportunity these expanding horizons can

international expansion of both the Shopify

offer the Shopify Partners who are willing to

platform and the ecosystem that supports it.

put time and effort into their multilingual
offerings. Read more about this approach and
catch the presentation again here.
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Online retail has always traversed borders, and
the platform’s commitment to continue to
make this easier, with the rollout of multicurrency for all Shopify stores and a set of
shiny new translation-focused APIs, will only
continue to accelerate this.
For those willing to expand their horizons and
comfort zone, the opportunity for Shopify
Partners is now truly global. We’re very excited
to see what international successes next year
holds for all of our good friends within the
community - and look forward to meeting many
new faces, touching down for Unite from an
even longer list of cities of origin, in 2020.
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Trellis

Building the Retail Team of the Future
Ross Beyeler (COO)

“Retail Operating System.” During the keynote

Applying this to retail, Shopify is aiming to

at Unite 2019, this was the first time I had

take over all the foundational functionality

heard Shopify use this phrase to describe their

involved in running a retail business, allowing

platform. It was a phrase repeated throughout

merchants to shift their focus to the activities

the rest of the conference and a phrase I

that matter most to the brand.

suspect we’ll see repeated in Shopify’s lexicon
going forward.

It would have been easy to dismiss “Retail
Operating System” as Shopify’s tagline du jour

At a high-level, my understanding of an

but there was one major announcement that

Operating System is that it’s used to facilitate

has led me to believe this is central to their

all the foundational functions within a device

future as an organization: the Shopify

(or organization) in a constant and

Fulfilment Network.

performance-optimized manner.
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Shopify has quietly been building a network of

The “Retailer of the Future” has far fewer

warehouses and an AI-driven management

priorities to manage and can divert their

system that will allow merchants to shift the

attention to what sets them apart. I’m

entire inventory optimization and warehouse

encouraging an open debate on this, but after

operations to Shopify.

a bit of thought, I’d boil these priorities down
to the following:

Deemed the Shopify Fulfilment Network,
Shopify plans on investing over $1 billion in

CRAFTING AMAZING PRODUCTS

the coming years to enhance this network,
providing merchants with a transparent, low-

Innovative product creation (or curation) has

cost, automated means of handling their

always been at the center of retail. Unique

operations. In an industry dominated by the

products are the first thing that separates you

benefits of Prime Membership, the promise of

as a merchant. This is becoming increasingly

affordable, distributed fulfilment that can

true (and difficult) as ‘copycat merchants’

allow startup retailers to offer the same two-

seem to pop-up overnight on Amazon and

day shipping as the largest merchants out

other marketplaces selling cheap imitation

there lends them a significant fighting chance.

goods. Having more bandwidth to focus on
crafting amazing products means a better

As I let my imagination run wild with the ideas

chance to stand apart from the “lookalikes.”

of automation built into Shopify and the
Shopify partner ecosystem, I started picturing

TELLING GREAT STORIES

the “Retailer of the Future” and what they
might look like as an organization. It’s not

Although the process of media creation can be

unreasonable to imagine the following for

streamlined with tools such as Pixc, Shakr and

merchants:

Canva, original storytelling is the mark of a
great brand. Positioning your product, process

All their fulfilment has been automated by

or community in a compelling way is vital as a

the Shopify Fulfillment Network

merchant and often cited as one of the most

All their paid advertising has been

critical ways to succeed in marketing.

automated by Kit

Automation means the focus on delivering your

All their email marketing has been

content across multiple channels shifts to

automated by Klaviyo

creating great content in the first place.

All their UGC and social content has been
automated by Yotpo

ITERATING THROUGH DATA

All their returns have been automated by
Return Magic

As merchants further embrace the ‘hub and

All their administrative management has

spoke’ model of Shopify’s app ecosystem,

been automated by Shopify Flow

there will be an increased need in

All their merchandising has been automated

understanding how to analyze and act on the

by Nosto

data coming from these various platforms.

All their support has been augmented by

Knowing how that data should impact product

Simplr

development, marketing or customer service
allows merchants to improve their performance
as an organization.
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So how does the “Retailer of the Future” build
a team that can manage these fundamental
priorities? There is a case to make for finding
talented individuals that can embrace the
“cycle” of product innovation, storytelling and
data analysis. This “cycle” is at the heart of
their success:
Innovative products require effective
storytelling to educate and excite
customers.
Effective storytelling across multiple
channels leads to a multitude of customer
engagement data.
Analyzing data leads to insights on how to
improve product and storytelling.
There is a lot to be said for individuals with
deep knowledge in a specific aspect of ecommerce. They tend to make fantastic
“doers” within an organization but often lose
perspective on the larger picture.
We need leaders that can integrate these three
skillsets into a single role and maintain this
perspective while envisioning a future for their
brand.
This level of leadership is required both within
the merchant and within their partners. Shopify
is providing an opportunity for us all to shift
our focus to the things that matter most in
retail, it’s time we build teams that embrace it.
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Zapiet

Shopify Unite: A Cornerstone For The Continuous
Improvement Of Store Pickup & Delivery
Andy Cargill (Founder)

It was a pleasure to be in Toronto in June for

That’s especially relevant this year as we

Shopify Unite 2019. We’ve attended every year

learned about the native store pickup features

since 2016, and it’s always a focal point of the

that Shopify is working on.

year for us. We work in - and love - technology,
but there’s still no substitute for real human

Launched in 2016, our own app Store Pickup +

contact, is there?

Delivery has become Shopify’s most advanced
and widely used tool for merchants wanting to

As app developers, Unite gives us a great

offer local delivery and in-store pickup from

opportunity to learn about upcoming releases

their brick-and-mortar stores. Now used by

directly from the Shopify team, and interact

over 4,500 merchants in 128 countries around

with other Shopify partners. We get to talk in

the world, we have helped many Shopify

detail about plans, challenges, and to identify

merchants transform the way they do

opportunities for product development.

ecommerce.
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We’ve always been extremely responsive to

For it to work, the team needed to be clear

feature requests and get into detailed

about what had to be prepared, in what order

discussions with store owners. Every need or

and by when.

want is documented and helps shape our
product roadmap.

In our conversations, the merchant asked if we
could introduce lead times in minutes, as well

Of course, every business has its own unique

as the existing hours and days. In response, we

complexities, which are often thrown into

added 10, 15, 20 and 30 minute order lead

sharp relief when they set out to integrate

times. Almost overnight we saw dozens of

online and offline systems. Getting a seamless

businesses, from bakeries to pizzerias, start

integration that delivers great customer

using the flexibility to better serve

experience without much backend hassle can

customers.That encouraged us to go further,

be a challenge.

by adding a ‘Delivery ASAP’ option, which is
being tested at the time of writing.

Further, there is huge variation in the level of
infrastructure in the countries that Shopify

It will give businesses some leeway to prepare

serves. At this year’s Unite, Tobi called on

deliveries in the order that makes the most

partners to work to better support merchants

sense while helping to avoid missed delivery

in developing countries, who often face

slots and disappointed customers.

specific local challenges.
Another example of client feedback directly
That’s why a one-size-fits-all approach doesn’t

contributing to a better product is a Hong

work. Flexibility is key, which is why we

Kong-based athletic sportswear company. The

continually improve product flexibility. It’s that

startup wanted to add pickup functionality to

ability to suit many situations that has led to so

their stores and let customers enter their

many stores using our tools to process millions

location to be shown the nearest outlet.

of orders - and give us consistently excellent
review scores.

That feature already existed in the app - but it
relied on postal or zip codes. The challenge for

A great example of how that engagement goes

the store was that in Hong Kong, there are no

is a client in Cape Town, South Africa. The

postal codes. Instead, people use district

restaurant and food prep business wanted to

names to identify where they live. We decided

begin offering pickup and local delivery. The

to introduce a new ‘Filter by region’, which

food they make is all fresh and produced to

allowed customers to choose their district from

order, which presented a logistical challenge.

a drop-down list.

At that time, our app’s minimum order lead
time was an hour.

After testing, we rolled the feature out to the
whole user-base, as we realised it would help

That meant one of two things: either the

clients in other places without postal codes -

kitchen prepared the order as soon as it was

like the UAE. But it works anywhere and allows

received, increasing the chance it would be

US stores to let their customers select their

cold by the time it arrived, or they needed to

state, for example. These kinds of multicultural

guess how long to wait before starting to cook

features work hand-in-hand with Shopify’s

it.

multilingual support.
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That’s why we love Shopify Unite. It’s an inperson opportunity that helps partners like us
evolve and extend Shopify into all the many
niches our clients work in. It also gives us
ideas about how we can better use new native
features like last year’s game-changing Polaris.
This year, with the announcement of store
pickup features arriving inside Shopify, we’re
going to be collaborating with their team to
help even more merchants succeed.We’re
already looking forward to Shopify Unite 2020.
In the meantime, we’ll be visiting clients and
other partners whenever we get a chance.
In fact, every time we go to a new city (which
is quite often as #digitalnomads!), we check
who is local and try to arrange a meetup.Those
interactions are an amazing opportunity to see
our app being used in practice. Sometimes,
we’ll see they’ve come up with a fiddly
workaround for their specific circumstances,
which we can improve with automation or extra
flexibility.
We’re looking forward to collaborating with
even more partners in the coming months and
seeing the ecosystem continue to flourish. And
we’ll definitely see you at Unite 2020!
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PATRONS

As a Shopify Plus Partner, Alt & Dot delivers strategy, design, and development
services to Shopify merchants. Operating with Canadian politeness, a New York work
ethic, and a splash of California fun, we deliver more than just pixels and code. We
partner with clients to deliver strategic solutions that solve unique business
challenges, empower internal teams, drive revenue, and scale with you as you grow.
https://altanddot.com

With over a decade of experience in helping ambitious brands to grow online, blubolt
are a UK based agency providing beautiful ecommerce solutions for many household
names. Working with retailers across a broad range of b2b and b2c industries, blubolt
are known for a personal, proactive service, coupled with extensive in–house technical
expertise.Recently extending their platform offering to include Shopify Plus, blubolt are
delighted to be attending Unite and supporting De:brief this June.
https://www.blubolt.com

Disco is a world–leading development agency specialising in custom software and
integrations for Shopify Plus merchants. Inaugural Shopify Plus Partners, they've been
working with the platform since 2008 and literally wrote the book on Shopify
development.Some of the world's largest commerce brands have worked with Disco to
streamline their online operations, drive better customer experiences, and stay at the
forefront of innovation on the Shopify platform.
https://www.discolabs.com

Gorgias transform your customer support into a profit center. It enables over 1000
Ecommerce merchants to manage all their customer service including Facebook,
email, and chat in a unified platform integrated with Shopify. Developed with

https://altanddot.com

Automation and Monetization at its core, Gorgias builds your brand with each

https://sufio.com

customer interaction.
https://gorgias.io

Littledata is a smart analytics app that fixes tracking for Shopify stores. Audit your
analytics, benchmark your site, and say hello to 100% accurate data with connections
to Google Analytics, Segment, ReCharge, CartHook, Facebook Ads, Google Ads,
Refersion and more.Founded in London with satellite offices in Europe and NYC,
Littledata offers app subscriptions to fit any budget, plus enterprise plans for custom
setup and reporting
https://www.littledata.io

Octane AI is the leading Facebook Messenger & SMS marketing platform used by
1,000+ brands to connect with their customers and fans. These include enterprise
brands like GoPro and Royal Caribbean, fast-growing DTC Shopify brands like
Summersalt and Manscaped, and top artists including Maroon 5 and Jason Derulo.
Octane AI enables you to automate marketing campaigns with an 80% average open
rate on Facebook Messenger and over 95% through SMS. You can acquire more
customers by running conversational Facebook ads, recover lost sales with pre-built
flows, run robust marketing and retargeting campaigns, and automatically answer up
to 99% of customer support questions. Octane AI is also the most integrated
Messenger and SMS app that has turn-key integrations with Klaviyo, Yotpo, Privy,
Justuno, Smile, ReCharge, and more to help you improve the effectiveness of your
entire ecommerce tech-stack.
https://octaneai.com

Omnisend, the all–in–one marketing automation platform, provides sophisticated
omnichannel marketing automation tools for sales–driven marketers that have
outgrown generic email marketing platforms.Engage your customers and boost your
ecommerce sales with dynamic messages from several channels: emails, text
messages, web push notifications, Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp, Viber, and
retargeting ads on Facebook and Google — all from one platform.Trusted and top
rated by more than 25K Shopify merchants, Omnisend is listed in G2Crowd's selection
of the Top 50 Products for Marketing 2019. It's also been shortlisted in marketing
automation categories in ClickZ Martech Awards 2019 and B2B MarTech Awards
2019.
https://www.omnisend.com

PushOwl is changing how Shopify merchants communicate with their buyers and
potential buyers by adding browser–based push notifications as a communication
channel.Sending push notification without the need of a mobile app allows for
reaching subscribers in a highly visible, personalized, and time–sensitive fashion, for
example to recover more abandoned carts or promote flash sales. All without the need
of an email address or having your store visitors submit any other personal
information.PushOwl is the leading web push notification app for Shopify and
currently powers over 10,000 merchants while maintaining a 5.0–star rating in the
Shopify App Store.https://pushowl.com/partners
https://pushowl.com/

ReCharge is guided by the mission to make it easy for people to buy the products they
love. The Santa Monica–based company has created the leading subscriptions
payments platform designed for Shopify merchants to set up and manage dynamic
recurring billing across web and mobile.ReCharge is used by over 10,000 businesses
and is trusted by brands including Dr. Axe, Native Deodorant, Hubble Contacts, Lola,
and Soylent.
http://rechargepayments.com

Build and optimize your store's pages with Shogun, the most powerful page building
and AB testing platform for eCommerce teams and agencies.Trusted by over 8,000
Shopify merchants, Shogun gives you everything you need to optimize conversion
rates, including a visual editor to build beautiful custom pages, an analytics suite to
measure page performance, and AB testing to optimize page variants.Shogun is a
Shopify Plus Technology Partner, and with 24/7 global support coverage, meets the
gold standard for Shopify software partners. Clients include Leesa, MVMT, Chubbies,
Gaiam, as well as agencies like BVACCEL and We Make Websites.
https://apps.shopify.com/shogun

SMS Bump is Shopify's most loved text marketing and automations app. 300+ Shopify
Plus clients, 1000+ Shopify Advanced and more than 5000 SMEs use SMSBump to
fully automate all notification and marketing processes in their stores.Create SMS and
Text with image marketing campaigns in seconds and track results. Fully TCPA and
GDPR compliant. Integrates with major Shopify apps such as Klaviyo, MailChimp,
ReCharge, Smile.io, PushOwl, ReCart and many more.
https://smsbump.com

Sufio automatically creates and sends invoices from orders in your Shopify store.All
documents are fully compliant with accounting legislation worldwide. Professionally
translated in partnership with local accountants, our invoices are available in over 30
languages.Charge the correct taxes in your store and sell to both businesses and
consumers without issues. Sufio helps you capture tax numbers from your business
customers and automatically set European businesses as tax exempt in your store.
Sufio invoices are created by professional print designers to help you stand out and
build your brand even after a sale is made.
https://sufio.com/shopify/invoice

Union Works is a small, predominantly shed based, UK Shopify Partner/Expert that
build and operate reliable and easy–to–use Shopify Apps.They focus on building tools
that help Merchants to simplify back–end workflows, reduce complexity and automate
the tedious.Union Works have built solutions that enable the likes of WaterAid and
Reckitt Benckiser to move onto the Shopify Platform. They have also built connector
apps that allow the likes of Dynamic Yield to bring their machine–learning
recommendations engine to the Shopify Marketplace.Union Works have also
created SASI, the Shopify App Store Index — which tracks the positional movements of
apps within the Shopify App Store. A valuable free to use tool that provides insight to
Shopify app owners.
https://unionworks.co.uk

Founded in 2010 by Shopify Experts, venntov are the creators of SEO Manager and
Order Lookup. Over the past 8 years they have helped over 70,000 merchants grow
their businesses. Having literally written the book on Shopify SEO, they have spoken all
over the world about SEO, lean app development, and commerce.
https://venntov.com

We Make Websites are the go–to Shopify Plus agency for the world's most ambitious
brands. We design, develop and optimise e–commerce websites for some of the
fastest growing brands on the planet. We're a team of 50+ designers, developers,
solutions architects, e-comm consultants and marketers - spread across our London
and New York offices. We work with brands such as Pepsi Co, Hasbro, Skinnydip,
Bulletproof Coffee, Penguin Books, Emma Bridgewater and The Economist.
https://wemakewebsites.com

Zapiet builds industry-leading pickup and shipping solutions for Shopify. Our products
let retailers offer outstanding flexibility and convenience to their customers, and help
previously brick and mortar–only businesses harness the potential of an integrated
online store. Founded in 2015, we now help power 4,500 stores in more than 128
countries — from pop–up stands to Fortune 500 brands.
https://www.zapiet.com

SEE YOU IN 2020

The feedback from De:brief was unanimous; people got a

We felt that the panel structure of our agenda worked well

lot out of the event, and so we're fully intending to make it

for the most part in 2019, but one of our main objectives

an annual occurrence.

next year will be to achieve a better balance and diversity
across these sessions.

We have it on good authority that planning for Unite 2020
is already well underway. As soon as dates are officially

To that end, if you're from a less represented demographic,

announced, we'll be grinding into gear – and we very

we're especially keen to hear from anyone who would be

much hope you'll be able to join us again.

up for contributing their experience, either as a panel
member or host.

As ever, we'll be seeking the help of select number of
Patrons to help make the event possible. If you're

For patron opportunities or to express an interest in a panel

interested in being involved, we'd love to hear from you.

role, please contact: keir@keirwhitaker.com

debriefevent.com
@debriefevent
@debriefevent
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